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Important Theosophical catalog 
1) Adyar) DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE OF 
TAMIL MANUSCRIPTS. Parts 1 & 2, Madras: 
Adyar Library 1992, publ’s cloth backed boards, 
1404 entries, mainly in Tamil. These were rescued 
by Theosophists from the original, rotting palm 
leaves, a heroic endeavor. Sold with: DESCRIP-
TIVE CATALOGUE OF SANSKRIT MANU-
SCRIPTS IN THE ADYAR LIBRARY. Volume 
One, Volume Eight, volume Ten, Volume Thirteen, 
(in two volumes), 1942-1966, Sold with: DE-
SCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE OF SANSKRIT 
MANUSCRIPTS, Stotra – S, in two volumes, parts 
one & two, approximately 600 entries. Sold with: 
CATALOGUE OF THE ADYAR LIBRARY, 
Western Section, Adyar, four volumes, 1941-1949. 
All uniformly bound in publ’s cloth-backed lettered 
boards, signatures sewn, usual Indian standards but 
a notch higher I’d say, these are old new stock from 
my days in Healdsburg. Most were edited by Pandit 
K. Parameswara Aithal, curator of the Adyar Li-
brary. A mixed run, very scarce, only a few random 
volumes on VL. An historic undertaking for the 
world of Theosophy. $260.00  

 
2) Alexander, Dorothy, editor. – THE GERMAN 
SINGLE-LEAF WOODCUT 1600-1700. A Pictori-
al Catalogue. NY: Abaris Books Inc., 1977 1st ed, 
quarto, two volumes, printed cloth, 827pp, hundreds 
of b & w illustrations, most of which are full or 
half-page, fine copy with errata material laid in. A 



monumental undertaking. Four years ago the 
cheapest copy was about $200.00, today about 
$100.00, but if you wait a little bit more it will 
probably be free. $100.00 

 
Unique catalog 

3) Birdsong, Robert E. – ROSICRUCIAN LIT-
ERATURE LISTED IN THE UNION CATALOG 
AND NOT TO BE FOUND IN THE LIBRARY OF 
CONGRESS. Privately published. Written c. 1946-
48, hand-bound in crude binder’s boards, quarto, 
unpaginated, c.80pp, good copy. 291 titles fully de-
scribed including pagination, each with individual 
library location and card catalog number, organized 
by author. Probably less than ten copies, compiled 
for personal research. Robert Birdsong (1912-1996) 
was an occult bookdealer in Berkeley who did re-
search for Manly Hall and was working on a third 
edition of Gardener’s Bibliotheca Rosicruciana 
when he died, (never published). He wrote a num-
ber of books, most published in small editions by 
his Sirius Press. It’s clear from the descriptions that 
he personally examined every title. Hard to say if 
this is a carbon copy of his typescript, or perhaps a 
primitive mimeograph copy, boards are a little worn 
but good condition, sturdily bound. Obviously 
many of these titles are now included in WorldCat, 
but I’ve checked and others are certainly not, espe-
cially privately printed publications, some periodi-
cals and obscure articles included here. $275.00 

 
4) Boehme) JACOB BOEHME. An Extract from 
the Catalogue of Printed Books of the British Mu-
seum. A 13pp quarto photocopy, reproducing the 
occasional notes Paul M. Allen, (A Christian 
Rosenkreutz Anthology). This is a special printing 
of the Boehme section, inspired by “A gift by Mr. 
Charles John Barker of fifty-seven works by or 
about Jacob Boehme” (preface), necessitating a re-
vision which was “defrayed” by Barker himself. 
Quite useful as there is no good scholarly bibliog-
raphy in English. $15.00 

 
 

 
 

 
 

5) Breslauer) BIBLIOTHECA BIBLIOGRAPH-
ICA BRESLAUERIANA. Christie’s 21 March 
2005, 23 March 2005, 27-8 June 2005, quarto, three 
volumes, sewn color wraps, 1639 lots, Bernard M. 
Rosenthal’s library labels, photocopy of a two page 
account of the sale by the Grolier laid in. I believe 
this was cataloged by Michael Laird, late of Bres-
lauer. $55.00 

 
6) BRITISH MUSEUM GENERAL CATA-
LOGUE OF PRINTED BOOKS TO 1955. New 
York: Readex Corporation 1967, 37 volumes, In-
cluding BRITISH MUSEUM GENERAL CATA-
LOGUE OF PRINTED BOOKS: TEN-YEAR 
SUPPLEMENT 1956-1965, New York: Readex 
Corporation, 1969, five volumes, plus the three vol-
ume supplement of 1966-70 and supplement 1971-
1975 in two volumes, heavy quarto, compact [“min-
iprint”] edition, original blue cloth with gilt lettered 
spines, 37 volumes together, complete and in fine 
condition as published. This miniprint edition takes 
the original large quarto volumes and reduces them 
ten to a page, necessitating the use of a magnifying 
glass or strong spectacles, (much as the OED mini-
print edition was produced). The British Library is 
still the largest in the world according to Wikipedia, 
the others, in order are: Library of Congress, Li-
brary of Canada, NY Public Library, Russian State 
Library, and the Bibliotheque Nationale. Cheapest 
copy in the US is $650.00. $480.00 



 

 
 

Bernard M. Rosenthal’s copy, in vellum 
7) Brunet, J. B. – MANUEL DU LIBRAIRE ET 
DE L’AMATEUR DE LIVRES, Contenant. 1: Un 
nouveau Dictionnaire Bibliographique. 2: Une Ta-
ble en Forme de Catalogue Raisonné par Jacques 
Charles Brunet. Paris Didot 1860-1880 nine vol-
umes, 5th edition. Vols 1-5 are the dictionary A-Z, 
vol 6 is devoted to the Table Methodique (1878pp 
in double column), vol 7 is the Dictionnaire de Ge-
ographie (spine lettering reads “A L’usage du 
Libraire”), vol 8 & 9 are the supplement, bound in 
contemporary vellum & green cloth, two-toned gilt 
lettering pieces, gilt-ruled spines, complete in every 
respect including the half titles, vol 2 of the sup-
plement is bound in plain library buckram, edges 
trimmed by the binder, a lovely copy, vellum fine & 
bright, a few lettering pieces worn and marked, one 
tiny crack to the headcap of vol 1, Bernard M. 
Rosenthal’s copy with his small library label in 
each volume, binding and sewing strong, no bumps 
or foxing, hinges tight but books open flat on the 
desk, a pleasure to use. $800.00 

 
 

 
 

8) CATALOGUE OF CHINESE PRINTED 
BOOKS, MANUSCRIPTS AND DRAWINGS IN 
THE LIBRARY OF THE BRITISH MUSEUM, by 
Robert Kennaway Douglas. London: Longmans 
1877, large quarto, contemporary boards, yellow 
ep’s, 344pp, spine gone, binding firm, evidence of 
smoke and water, interior clean and unmarked, with 
bookplate of the Bibliotheca Lindesiana. $80.00 

 
 

 
 



Timothy d’Arch Smith’s copy 
9) CATALOGUE OF THE LIBRARY OF THE 
LONDON SPIRITUALIST ALLIANCE. London 
1931, publ’s sewn wraps,  209pp, vf. Timothy 
d’Arch Smith’s round booklabel with starburst, a 
few miniscule annotations by Ian Jackson, scarce, 
difficult to use, but one of only three great catalogs 
on the subject. $90.00 

 

 
 

10) CATALOGUE OF THE PERSIAN, TURK-
ISH, HINDUSTANI, AND PUSHTU MANU-
SCRIPTS IN THE BODLEIAN LIBRARY. Part III 
Additional Persian Manuscripts by A. F. L. 
Beeston. Clarendon Pr 1954 1st ed, quarto green 
cloth in dj, 177pp plus register, jacket a bit torn and 
stained but a nice copy, very scarce. $45.00 

 

 
 

Use first 
11) CATALOGUE OF THE PRINTED BOOKS 
IN THE LIBRARY OF THE UNIVERSITY OF  
EDINBURGH. University Press and T. and A. 
Constable 1918, three vols, large quarto, publ’s pol-
ished blue cloth gilt covers, c.3900pp, one corner 
bumped with tiny text-ripple, vg-f condition, beauti-
ful printing, handsome bindings, hinges tight, lays 
flat. Like many old dealers I’m selling off some ref-
erence books, however I’m keeping my copy of this 
catalog which I always check first before searching 
the BL catalogue, in three volumes you get all the 
basic, classic titles without having to break out the 
British Library Catalogue, (who ever does that 
now?), I’ve consulted this hundreds of times. 
Common on the net. $80.00 

 
12) CATALOG OF THE EDGAR FAHS SMITH 
MEMORIAL COLLECTION IN THE HISTORY 
OF CHEMISTRY. Boston: G. K. Hall 1960, tall 
quarto, publ’s thick red buckram, about 700pp of 
photocopies of card catalog cards, vg-f, perfectly 
organized by name/title, I waited years to find a 
copy. Only one on VL for $340.00. $100.00 

 



 
 

13) Dante) CATALOGUE OF THE DANTE 
COLLECTION PRESENTED BY WILLARD 
FISKE, compiled by Theodore Wesley Koch. Ithaca 
[Cornell UP],  two volumes + additions volume, 
1898-1900, heavy 8vo, old library buckram with 
old leather spines mounted, 606+152pp, vol one 
sewing broken, about 50pp pages loose but com-
plete, Bernard M. Rosenthal’s library label, a few of 
his inserts, and tiny notes by Ian Jackson. One set 
on VL. $80.00 

 
14) A DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE OF THE 
MEDIEVAL MANUSCRIPTS IN WORCESTER 
CATHEDRAL LIBRARY, by R. M. Thomson. 
Worcester: Worcester Cathedral & D. S. Brewer, 
large quarto, cloth & dj, 256pp, 93 illustrations, 50 
of which are full page in b&w, vf condition. Not a 
fancy color art book but an incredibly detailed ac-
count of 277 manuscripts, the author was able to 
identify a number of monks through marginalia. 
$110.00 

 
 

 
 

200 copies 
15) Duveen, Denis. - BIBLIOTHECA ALCHEM-
ICA ET CHEMICA: An Annotated Catalogue of 
Printed Books on Alchemy, Chemistry and Cognate 
Subjects in the Library of Denis I. Duveen. London: 
Weil 1949, one of 200 copies, large 8vo stout blue 
cloth, trivial rubbing, vg-f, Bernard M. Rosenthal’s 
copy with a few notes and label in each volume, 16 
plates with tissue guards.  A trophy only for the 
most dedicated. Sold with: THE DUVEEN COL-
LECTION OF ALCHEMY & CHEMISTRY AND 
THE DUVEEN COLLECTION OF BALNEOLO-
GY, Kraus Catalogue 62, tall 8vo, sewn wraps, 654 
items, plates, introduction by Duveen. $300.00 

 
Best Edition 

16) Duveen, Denis. - BIBLIOTHECA ALCHEM-
ICA ET CHEMICA: An Annotated Catalogue of 
Printed Books on Alchemy, Chemistry and Cognate 
Subjects in the Library of Denis I. Duveen. To 
Which is Added: THE DUVEEN COLLECTION 
OF ALCHEMY & CHEMISTRY AND THE 
DUVEEN COLLECTION OF BALNEOLOGY. 
H&S 1986 [2nd edition], large heavy octavo, publ’s 
black cloth, 669+98pp plus 16 plates at back, sewn 
binding, very good to fine copy of a well made 
book. Along with John Ferguson’s Bibliotheca 
Chemica, this is the finest modern bibliography of 
antiquarian and early books on alchemy, and an es-
pecially good edition as the publishers have added 
the Kraus sale catalogue (No.62) which contains 
Duveen’s 654 books on balneology, with an intro-



duction by Duveen. It was Duveen’s intention to 
amass a library comparable to that of the Young 
collection in Glasgow, then the largest such library 
in the world. This was first published in an edition 
of 200 by the bookdealer Ernst Weil, but soon after 
that Duveen gave up alchemy and began to collect 
chemistry. The catalog on balneology (the curative 
properties of hot springs and mineral baths) directly 
relates to medical alchemy. Originally  published at 
$240.00. $75.00  

 
17) Ferguson, John. - BIBLIOTHECA CHEMI-
CA: A Catalogue of the Alchemical, Chemical and 
Pharmaceutical Books in the Collection of the Late 
James Young of Kelly and Durris. Glasgow: James 
Maclehose, 1906 first edition in cloth (a very small 
number were in half-morocco), heavy quartos, pub-
lisher's light maple-colored polished buckram, gilt 
lettered spines, raised joints, XXI+487+598, b&w 
photogravure frontispieces, facsimile manuscript 
pages, with additions and corrections to both vol-
umes at the end of volume II, partly unopened copy, 
"Printed for private distribution by his family." 
Spines trivially faded, inoffensive binder’s wrinkle 
to one spine else a very fine, bright & fresh copy, 
joints uncrushed, no foxing, stains or wear, the pho-
togravure portraits are very bright and quite re-
markable in preservation. No nice copies on VL. If 
supplemented with the Neu catalog (dirt cheap on 
the net) this is unparalleled scope. $800.00 

 
18) Ferguson, John. – CATALOGUE OF THE 
FERGUSON COLLECTION OF BOOKS.  Mainly 
Relating to Alchemy, Chemistry, Witchcraft, and 
Gipsies, in the Library of the University of Glas-
gow.  Martino Publishing 2002 (1943), two vol-
umes, stout blue cloth, 820pp, well over 7,000 titles 
described.  Cloth reprint of a legendary rarity first 
published in an edition of 40 copies for libraries.  It 
has never been seen for sale in my 36 years.  Few 
people know that while Ferguson wrote the finest 
bibliographic catalogue of alchemy, his famous 
Bibliotheca Chemica, the catalogue of the Young 
Collection, (now housed at Glasgow), Ferguson al-
so collected books himself, and eventually owned a 
library far superior to Young’s.  Here is the cata-
logue of the collection that was eventually bought 
by Glasgow University. This catalogue will prove 
to be an essential companion to all those who ad-
mire and have come to depend on Ferguson and his 
labors.  Though it lacks the extensive annotations 
that have made the Young catalog so enjoyable, it 
makes up with quantity of titles, for example about 
300 hundred of the alchemical titles here do not ap-
pear in his Bibliotheca Chemica.  $80.00 

 
19) Franckenberg) Bruckner, Janos. -  ABRAHAM 
VON FRANCKENBERG: A Bibliographical Cata-
logue with a Short-list of His Library.  Wiesbaden: 
Otto Harrassowitz, 1988, publ’s cloth, 108pp, 75 
b&w plates plus portrait of Von Frankenberg, in-
dex, and chronological conspectus. four copies on 
VL. $100.00 

 
 

 
 

With BMR folder 
20) Garden Library) Sotheby’s. -  THE COLLEC-
TION OF THE GARDEN LTD, MAGNIFICENT 
BOOKS AND MANUSCRIPTS. Foreword by Ni-
colas Barker. Afterword by Haven O’More. NY: 
Sotheby’s 1989 heavy quarto, cloth, unpaginated, 
309 titles, plates and illustrations on almost every 
page, some in color, printed on glossy stock, prices 
realized laid-in, vg-f copy. With a manilla folder of 
about 30pp of letters and documentation, including 
eight glossy photos, documenting BMR’s sale of 
the first item in this catalog, a mss scroll of the 
Egyptian Book of the Dead, which BMR sold to 
Colin Franklin for O’More. This is a common book 
on the internet but the vast majority lack the prices 
realized. $95.00 

 
21) Gardner, F. Leigh. – A CATALOGUE RAI-
SONNE OF THE WORKS ON OCCULT SCI-
ENCES. Vol 1 ROSICRUCIAN BOOKS. (Cover 
title: ‘Bibliotheca Rosicruciana’). Introduction by 
William Wynn Westcott. [London] Privately Pub-
lished 1923, 2nd ed revised and enlarged, tall 8vo, 
publ’s polished blue cloth, XXIII+101pp, inserted 
portrait frontis of Andreae, 761 titles, one of 500 
numbered & signed copies, this copy number 6 but 
unsigned, spine a bit wrinkled else a fine copy, 
printed on chalk paper, booklabel of Marks & 



Company, contemporary ownership stamp of the 
San Diego collector Larry C. Martin. Sold with: 
Gardner. BIBLIOTHECA ASTROLOGICA: A 
Catalogue of Astrological Publications of the 15th 
Through the 19th Centuries. With a Sketch of the 
History of Astrology by William Wynn Westcott. 
Author 1911,bound as the above (edges rubbed), 
20+164pp, 1,340 works described with collations 
and many annotations, including the identities of 
anonymous and pseudonymous authors, the 1903 
first edition contained 604 titles. Sold with: Gard-
ner. A CATALOGUE RAISONNE OF THE 
WORKS ON OCCULT SCIENCES. Vol. III. 
FREEMASONRY. A Catalogue of Lodge Histories 
(England) with a preface by William Wynn 
Westcott. Author 1912, bound as the above, 
[2]+37pp, vg. One of 300 copies, vg-f condition, no 
copies on VL. Gardner (1857-1930) was a British 
stock broker and bookdealer who claimed to have 
examined each title here, though in my experience 
that was not always the case. Still an important ref-
erence with many unique observations. $250.00 

 
 
 

 
 

22) Gardner, F. Leigh. – A CATALOGUE RAI-
SONNE OF THE WORKS ON OCCULT SCI-
ENCES. Vol 1 ROSICRUCIAN BOOKS. (Cover 
title: ‘Bibliotheca Rosicruciana’). Introduction by 
William Wynn Westcott. [London] Privately Pub-
lished 1923, 2nd ed revised and enlarged, tall 8vo, 
publ’s polished blue cloth, XXIII+101pp, inserted 
portrait frontis of Andreae, 761 titles, one of 500 
numbered & signed copies, this copy No.188. A 
note on the front fly, by one L. M. Irby (?) dated 
1934, tells us this was purchased at the Hauser sale, 
16 April 1934, the famed sale that helped form the 
core of Manly P. Hall’s library, the Philosophical 
Research Library in Los Angeles, now in the Getty. 
$55.00 

 
23) Gottlieb, Jean S. - A CHECKLIST OF THE 
NEWBERRY LIBRARY’S PRINTED BOOKS IN 
SCIENCE, MEDICINE, TECHNOLOGY, AND 
THE PSEUDO-SCIENCES, CA. 1460-1750. Gar-
land 1992, quarto, publ’s stout cloth, 312pp, about 
3000 titles fully described, mint copy. The serious 
collector of renaissance and enlightenment books 
will find this a well planned and useful work, the 
vast majority relating to witchcraft, magic and early 
science, bargain price. $16.00 

 
Copy of Manly P. Hall’s copy! 

24) Hauser) CATALOGUE OF THE VERY EX-
TENSIVE AND IMPORTANT LIBRARY OF 
EARLY AND RARE BOOKS, Relating to Alche-
my & the Occult...The Property of M. Lionel 
Hauser. London: Sotheby’s 16th April 1934, photo-
copy of Manly P. Hall’s own copy, 569 lots, lovely 
recent cloth & paper label, fine condition. With 
many of Hall’s annotations to the 3rd day of the sale. 
The plates here have been compromised by the 
copying, (too dark), but text quite readable. $200.00 

 
 

 
 

 
 



The other half is lost 
25) Hitchcock) Cohen, I. Bernard. – ETHAN AL-
LEN HITCHCOCK OF VERMONT, SOLDIER, 
HUMANITARIAN, AND SCHOLAR. Contained 
in Proceedings of the American Antiquarian Society 
Vol. 61 Part I, Worcester 1951 1st ed, publ’s sewn 
wraps, 182pp, one plate on glossy stock, corner of 
text block a bit bumped else a fine copy, printed on 
thick paper, with the name stamp of Richard H. 
Shryock (1893-1972) American medical historian 
and author. The Cohen paper is p.29 – 137, and be-
sides a few pages of obituaries—including Charles 
Eliot Goodspeed, famed Boston antiquarian book-
dealer—the rest of the volume is devoted to Theo-
dore Bolton’s The Book Illustrations of F. O. C. 
Darley. Cohen’s monograph was reviewed in ISIS 
(1952) by Walter Pagel. One of the many charms is 
a facsimile of the original 23 page Bangs & Merwin 
auction catalogue of Hitchcock’s remarkable li-
brary, one half of which was sold elsewhere and 
now seems to have been lost to history. In the 
1980’s the catalog was reprinted by The Alchemical 
Press (J. D. Holmes) but without Cohen’s exhaus-
tive text, which includes an annotated bibliography 
of EAH, and a wonderful ‘Bibliography and Guide 
to Further Reading.’ Very scarce. $110.00 

 

 
 

 
 

Rejected knowledge 
26) Kearney, Patrick & Neil Crawford: THE PRI-
VATE CASE: A SUPPLEMENT. [Berkeley]: Ian 
Jackson 2016 sturdy wraps sewn, 148pp, edition of 
250 copies, lovely setting of the type, new. From 
the publisher: “The essential sequel to Patrick 
Kearney’s The Private Case (London, 1981), a 
catalogue of the books kept in the British Museum 
(now Library)’s “locked ward” for books consid-
ered to be too erotic, obscene or blasphemous to be 
placed on the general shelves. The earlier volume 
(now available on HathiTrust) records only the 
1916 books actually present in the Private Case in 
1981, after years of additions, wastage, demotion, 
theft, declassification and redistribution. This 
2016 Supplement (available only in print form) lists 
53 books added to the Private Case since 1981, and 
956 former residents or passing fancies. Kearney’s 
introduction provides essential historical data on the 
life and times of the Private Case from a veteran 
observer. Even to this day, not all Private Case 
books are listed in the British Library online cata-
logue, and for these few books 
Kearney’s Supplement	offers	the	only available 
record.” Marvellously detailed annotations. All my 
regular customers know about my ‘rejected 
knowledge’ obsession, well these couldn’t be more 
rejected, rejected officially! $35.00 

 
27) Kraus) Sotheby’s. THE CELEBRATED REF-
ERENCE LIBRARY OF H. P. KRAUS, NY Nov 
18, 19, 20 2003, heavy 4to sewn wraps, 443pp, il-
lustrated throughout in color, Bernard M. Rosen-
thal’s copy with some annotations on the tp, vg. 
Apparently this catalog was hastily whipped up, and 
the annotations show that. With a marvelous photo 
of their NUC. Sold with: THE INVENTORY OF H. 
P. KRAUS, Dec 4 & 5, 2003, heavy wraps, 540pp, 
vf.  $55.00 

 
28) Kraus) THE INVENTORY OF H. P. KRAUS, 
Dec 4 & 5, 2003, heavy wraps, 540pp, vf. $20.00 

 
 
 



 
 

29) MacPhail, Ian, editor. – ALCHEMY AND 
THE OCCULT. [volumes 3 & 4, manuscripts]. A 
Catalogue of Books and Manuscripts from the Col-
lection of Paul and Mary Mellon Given to Yale 
University Library. Compiled by Ian MacPhail, 
with Essays by R. P. Multhauf and Aniela Jaffe and 
Additional Notes by William McGuire. New Ha-
ven: Yale University Library 1977, two volumes, 
large heavy quarto, two-piece grey & blue cloth 
binding with gilt lettered leather spine labels, in 
cloth slipcase, handsomely printed by the Spiral 
Press of New York, fine copy. Each title with a full 
page plate. These volumes were separately edited 
by Laurence C. Witten II who was a legendary rare 
book dealer in Connecticut, here tells the story of 
how Mellon obtained this collection, “probably the 
largest such collection in the United States”. We 
learn that when Denis Duveen sold his entire library 
to the University of Wisconsin, he did not sell his 
manuscripts, which were later were sold to Mellon 
after being bought by the bookseller William Gan-
non. These four volumes are the scholarly crown-
jewels of the kingdom of Hermetic bibliography. 
$400.00 

 
Largest, heaviest book ever? 

31) NATIONAL UNION CATALOG, PRE-1956 
IMPRINTS. A Cumulative Author List Represent-
ing Library of Congress Printed Cards and Titles 
Reported by Other American Libraries. Compiled 

and Edited with the Cooperation of the Library of 
Congress and the National Union Catalog Sub-
committee of the Resources Committee of the Re-
sources and Technical Services Division, American 
Library Association. London: Mansell 1968-1981, 
first and only edition, 754 heavy folio volumes, 
complete with supplements, publ’s stout green cloth 
with gilt lettered spines, in remarkably fine condi-
tion, no library markings or defects, pages and text 
block clean and bright. From the collection of Ian 
Jackson. Was $10,000, now $4,000 NETT, no fur-
ther discounts. Complete details and photos here:  
https://knowledge396.wordpress.com/largest-book-

in-the-world-the-nuc/ 
 
 
 

 

 
 

Hermetic Newton 
30) Newton) CATALOGUE OF THE NEWTON 
PAPERS SOLD BY ORDER…MONDAY JULY 
13TH  1936. London: Sotheby’s, original sewn 
wraps, 332 lots, plates, foot of spine with wear, 
wrapper sl. torn, sewing strong, contemporary mar-
ginalia reveals the first owner of this attended the 
sale. Very scarce, certainly one of the most epochal 
book catalogs of this century and last, wonderfully 
documented in Sarah Dry’s The Newton Papers, a 
copy of which is included. One copy on VL. 
$160.00 

 
 



 
 

31) Newton) Harrison, John – THE LIBRARY OF 
ISAAC NEWTON. Cambridge: Cambridge UP 
1978, hardcover in dj, 286pp, vg-fine copy. Still 
pretty scarce. $135.00 

 
32) Norman, Jeremy) ONE HUNDRED BOOKS 
FAMOUS IN MEDICINE. NY: Grolier 1995, quar-
to, handsome cloth in slipcase, vf condition, with 
presentation inscription from Norman, “For Joe, a 
great collector in the HFN tradition, Jeremy in San 
Francisco, 8.20.99.” Library label of J. A. Freilich 
laid in. $180.00 

 
33) Norman, Jeremy) ONE HUNDRED BOOKS 
FAMOUS IN MEDICINE. NY: Grolier 1995, quar-
to, handsome cloth in slipcase, vf condition. $60.00 

 
34) PARACELSUS, A CATALOGUE OF 
WORKS PUBLISHED 1529-1793 PRESERVED 
IN GLASGOW UNIVERSITY LIBRARY. Intro-
duction by David Weston. Glasgow: Glasgow Uni-
versity Library 1993 stapled pamphlet, 45pp, vf. 
185 pre-1800 titles plus a small section of manu-
scripts, most from the famed Young collection, su-
perb annotations. The only copy online is $350.00. 
$35.00 

 
 

Hermetic incunables 
35) Ritman Library) Ford, M. Lane, Editor. - 
CHRIST, PLATO, HERMES TRISMEGISTUS: 
THE DAWN OF PRINTING. Catalogue of the In-
cunabula in the Bibliotheca Philosophica Hermeti-
ca. Bibliotheca Philosophica Hermetica 1990, quar-
to, two volumes, cloth, in cloth slipcase, 405pp. 192 
extraordinary rarities by Ficino, Lull, Pico, Plotinus, 
etc., each accompanied by a full-page color plate 
and a page of text, with complete collations, prove-
nance, and history. One of 600 copies, the slipcase 
is in fine condition but has a very faint ‘tide mark’ 
from some watery encounter, volumes are entirely 
free of any intrusion and are vf. Handsome book 
production by In De Pelikaan, the library's publish-
ing house. The Bibliotheca Philosophica Hermetica 
houses the finest public collection of rare Hermetica 
in the world $190.00 

 
36) Ritman Library) LA GNOSE HERMETIQUE: 
Catalogue d’une Exposition de la Bibliotheca Philo-
sophica Hermetica. Introduction by J.R. Ritman. 
Amsterdam: Bibliotheca Philosophical Hermetica 
1991, quarto, plain wraps, 87pp, 13 b&w plates, vf 
condition. Exhibition catalogue, similar in format 
but entirely different from their 1988 catalogue of 
the same title. $12.00 

 

 
 

37) Ritman Library) Sotheby’s. A SELECTION 
OF PRINTED BOOKS MOSTLY FROM THE 
FIFTEENTH AND SIXTEENTH CENTURIES. 
THE PROPERTY OF MR. J. R. RITMAN. Sothe-



by’s 6 December 2000, quarto sewn wraps 76 lots, 
profuse color illustrations, vf.  $20.00 

 
38) Ritman Library) Sotheby’s. A SELECTION 
OF ILLUMINATED MANUSCRIPTS FROM 
THE 13TH TO THE 16TH CENTURIES, THE 
PROPERTY OF MR. J. R. RITMAN. 6 July 2000, 
quarto, 57 lots, profuse color illust. Sold with: A 
SECOND SELECTION OF ILLUMINATED 
MANUSCRIPTS c.1000 to c.1522, 19 June 2001, 
36 lots, sold with: A THIRD SELECTION… 
TENTH TO THE SIXTEENTH CENTURIES. 17, 
June 2003, 37 lots, all profusely illustrated in color, 
all with auction results, vg-f condition, a few notes 
and inserts here and there by Bernard M. Rosenthal. 
I also have a few duplicate volumes for sale. 
$100.00 

 
39) Ritman Library) another set, no auction results, 
one spine cracked. $50.00 

 
40) Ritman Library) Gilly, Carlos. - PARACEL-
SUS IN DER BIBLIOTHECA PHILOSOPHICA 
HERMETICA. Ausstellung zum 500 geburtsjahr 
des Theophrastus Bombast von Hohenheim Para-
celsus Genannt. Amsterdam: In De Pelikaan 1993, 
quarto, stiff glossy folding wraps, sewn, 85pp, with 
separately printed index laid in, nearly 100 illustra-
tions, mainly of title pages, fine copy. Exhibition 
catalog, 85 texts and editions described in detail. 
Out of print for some time now, no US copies on 
VL. $35.00 

 
41) Ritman Library) McLean, Adam. - THE SI-
LENT LANGUAGE: The Symbols of Hermetic 
Philosophy.  Introductions by Joost Ritman, Adam 
McLean and Frans Janssen. In de Pelikan 1994 1st 
& only edition, quarto, sewn in wraps, 92pp, tiny 
bump to one corner else vf. The catalogue of an ex-
hibition mounted by the Bibliotheca Philosophica 
Hermetica, in Amsterdam during the summer of 
1994.  The Bibliotheca--Europe’s greatest open oc-
cult library--has been going through some rough 
times, but they still manage to publish outstanding 
books on Hermeticism.  Like all the library’s pro-
ductions this volume is beautifully produced, print-
ed, and illustrated.  In his introduction, Mr. Ritman 
sees in symbolism a spiritual resource whose time 
has come round again.  He defines the higher goals 
of his enterprise, which is not just a library but the 
seeding of a veritable school of wisdom.  The li-
brary’s director, Prof. Frans Janssen, focuses on the 
publishers of the glorious Hermetic images of the 
early seventeenth century and on the question of 
who actually designed those images. Adam 

McLean’s introduction and commentaries are a per-
fect example of scholarship informed and inspired 
by a profound involvement with the Hermetic path. 
When new this book was difficult to order, and eve-
ry copy seemed to come smashed! Very scarce. 
$180.00 

 
42) Ritman Library) THE HERMETIC GNOSIS: 
Catalogue of an Exhibition at the Bibliotheca Philo-
sophica Hermetica. Amsterdam 1988, quarto, glued 
wraps, 88pp, a number of b&w plates. Exhibition 
catalogue anonymously edited. $16.00 

 
43) Sabin, Joseph. – A DICTIONARY OF 
BOOKS RELATING TO AMERICA. Amsterdam: 
N. Israel 1961 (1868), black cloth with red gilt la-
bels, 29 volumes in 15, Bernard M. Rosenthal’s li-
brary labels in each and his occasional insert and 
marginalia, gilt occasionally flaking off but a fine 
copy. Most copies I’ve seen are in red cloth but this 
is clearly the publ’s binding. Cheapest copy online 
is $450 (in the UK). A very clear and well-
margined reprint. $325.00 

 
44) Saxl, Fritz & Hans Meier. -  CATALOGUE 
OF ASTROLOGICAL AND MYTHOLOGICAL 
ILLUMINATED MANUSCRIPTS OF THE LAT-
IN MIDDLE AGES. Volume III Parts I & II: 
MANUSCRIPTS IN ENGLISH LIBRARIES. Lon-
don: Warburg 1953, two volumes, publ’s polished 
blue gilt cloth, LXXV+446pp, Pt. II: 65+XCIIpp 
(plates). Sold with Patrick McGurk, ASTROLOGI-
CAL MANUSCRIPTS IN ITALIAN LIBRARIES 
OTHER THAN ROME. Warburg 1966, bound as 
the above, XXX+111+XIIpp (plates), one corner of 
binding bumped else very fine condition. The last 
volume constitutes Part IV of the series. Plates are 
on chalk paper. In the general editor’s introduction 
to part one, Harry Bober apologizes for a catalog of 
English-language materials paradoxically written in 
German, (despite the English language title), but 
explains that Saxl died unexpectedly in 1948 and 
Meier was killed in a London bombing raid. These 
three volumes are the only ones the Warburg pub-
lished, the others were published by the Heidel-
berger Academy in 1915 & 1917. $300.00 

 
45) Singer, Dorothea Waley. - CATALOGUE OF 
LATIN AND VERNACULAR ALCHEMICAL 
MANUSCRIPTS IN GREAT BRITAIN AND 
IRELAND DATING FROM BEFORE THE 16TH 
CENTURY. Brussels: Lamertin 1928 1st ed, three 
volumes, heavy 8vo, recent thick white buckram 
with gilt lettering on spines and front covers, 
XXIII+1179pp, sewn signatures, fine condition 



with original wrappers mounted on front 
pastedowns. Very rare, never reprinted and the only 
copy I’ve seen for sale in 35 years, (and I bought 
this 30 years ago). $400.00 

 
46) THE OCCULT. An Exhibition of Material 
from the Monash University Library. 4 June 1998, 
quarto, stapled self-wraps as issued, 42pp, well il-
lustrated in b&w, vg-f. 120 items described in detail 
by Keith Richmond, noted bibliographer of Aleister 
Crowley. An outstanding selection of texts, no fluff 
here, the material on Rosaleen Norton is unique. No 
copies on VL. $45.00 

 
47) Wellcome Library) A CATALOGUE OF 
PRINTED BOOKS IN THE WELLCOME HIS-
TORICAL MEDICAL LIBRARY. Foreword by Sir 
Henry Hallett Dale. Martino & the Wellcome Li-
brary 1962-2006. Volumes 1-4 (of 5). Volume 1: 
Books Printed Before 1641 [Authors A-Z], Volume 
2 Books Printed From 1641-1850 Authors A-E, 
Volume 3: Authors F-L, Volume 4: Authors M-R, 
Volume 5: Authors S-Z is in print at a severely re-
duced price, quarto, publ’s blue cloth, 407+540+ 
565+603pp, volumes 1 & 2 are Martino reprint, 
others by Wellcome. The library catalogue of the 
largest medical library in the world, a colossal ref-
erence with elaborate annotations. The Wellcome 
Library’s goal is to have a copy of every medical 
book ever published, from every tradition: Shaman-
istic, allopathic, homeopathic, Hermetic, Vedic, Ti-
betan, Chinese, Islamic, quackery, herbalism, folk-
lore, etc & etc. Original volumes nicely copied by 
Martino, all have sewn signatures. Martino copied 
the annotated copies of Wellcome’s file copies with 
all their marginal notes and corrections. Wellcome 
still has vols 3-5 at about 145.00 GPB. But why buy 
this print edition when it is online now for free? 
And especially why buy volume five after you read 
the excoriating review by Roger Gaskell in The 
Book Collector (2007, a copy of which is included 
here)? Maybe because like me you are sick of star-
ing into a little white box all day. $120.00 

 
48) Wheeler) Weaver, William D., editor. – CAT-
ALOGUE OF THE WHEELER GIFT OF BOOKS, 
PAMPHLETS AND PERIODICALS IN THE LI-
BRARY OF THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF 
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS. NY: AIEE 1909, two 
volumes, publ’s yellow cloth with green spine la-
bels gilt lettered, 504+475pp, plates, lovely blue 
ep’s, Bernard M. Rosenthal’s labels in each volume, 
cloth slightly soiled, text and binding firm, a vg 
copy. When I was selling books to The Bakken they 
regularly asked me to offer anything medical in this 

catalog, as far as I know Mr. Bakken eventually ob-
tained almost all of them. $80.00 

 
 

 
 

Landmark auction 
49) Zisska & Kistner. - ALCHEMY AND THE 
OCCULT. NATURAL SCIENCES. TECHNOLO-
GY. Auction Catalogue. November 6-7th, 1998, 
Munich: Zisska & Kistner Kunstauktionshaus, quar-
to wraps, 263pp, 41 pages of plates on coated stock, 
vf, with prices realized laid in. The greatest modern 
auction sale of rare Hermetic books & manuscripts 
bar none. Text in English. 2028 titles fully de-
scribed with many useful and often unique annota-
tions, full bibliographic citations for most books, 
about half on Hermetic philosophy with the vast 
majority printed before 1800. It was this sale that I 
attended and wrote about in catalogue 46 and in 
more detail in my memoir, Dark Impressions, 35 
Years as a dealer in Books on the Occult, (in Octa-
gon, Gaggenau, 2016). $25.00 

 
************* 

 
Bookdealer Catalogs: 

 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The following is a semi-random selection of book-
dealer catalogs from stock. Americana, architec-
ture, fine bindings, incunabula, the Orient, psyche-
delic literature, renaissance manuscripts, sup-
pressed & rejected medicine, UFO’s and Forteana. 
Questions invited, thousands more in stock. 

 
 
 

 
 

50) Arcturis Books Inc, [Arcturis Book Service, 
Robert Girard], 43 stapled 8vo catalogs, an incom-
plete run 1996-2000, 8vo stapled wraps, catalogs 
range from 100 items to 2000 items, occasional 
penciled annotations (mine), catalogs are numbered 
by using the date of issuance. The late Robert 
Girard was without question the greatest dealer of 
UFO and Forteana material ever, with occasional 
forays into Egyptian mythology, mind control, dark 
government, fairies, drugs, conspiracies, cryptozo-
ology, hypnotism, occult & conjuring magic and 
psychical phenomena. These catalogs document his 
last years, after 40 years of dealing when he fought 
hard to survive Amazon. Bob was the beating heart 
of the UFO movement when it came to books. He 
sold mostly new but also used, old and rare. He 
built a large and important library of antiquarian 
books on mythology that is still looking for a home. 
His vision was wide and left out nothing, later in his 
life he published two books of his own writings, 
somewhat in line with Vallee’s theories. Bob dealt 



in huge quantities, but when Amazon wreaked hav-
oc on his business he tried to scale down and sell 
off surplus, by the pound (!), including tens of thou-
sands of UFO periodicals sent to him from every 
corner of the globe. $800.00 

 
51) Breslauer, Martin. CATALOGUE ONE 
HUNDRED AND ONE. Tall quarto, sewn wraps, 
365 items, plates at back, rear wrapper damaged, 
binding a bit bumped and creased, with price list 
laid in.  A good copy of this magnificent catalogue, 
sewing strong. $20.00  

 
 
 

 
 

52) Dailey, William and Victoria. PHANTASTI-
CA. Catalog 13, Los Angeles c.1979, 8vo stapled 
glossy colored wraps, illustrated, 287 items, for-
ward by R. Gordon Wasson, cataloging by Michael 
Horowitz (later of Flashback Books, see below). 
This catalog was so well received that a reprint was 
done c.1980, identical to the original and distin-
guished only by the presence of ordering infor-
mation on the inside cover, this is the reprint. The 
late Bill Dailey was one of the few dealers to make 

it into my memoir, RIP. Only two copies online. 
$75.00. 

 
Presentation copy 

53) Drake, James F.  A CATALOGUE OF RARE 
BOOKS AND FIRST EDITIONS. 41 catalogs, 
No.’s 179-221, 1926-1930, two volumes, small 8vo, 
contemporary calf & cloth boards, raised bands, ex-
tremities very rubbed, worn, two hinges broken, one 
board missing (!), each catalog usually 44pp and il-
lustrated, presentation copy “To a good bookman 
Alfred F. Goldsmith, from James F. Drake Inc, 
3/12/29” (a few months before Black Monday). At 
this time Drake was located at 14 West 40th Street. 
Donald C. Dickinson’s Dictionary of American An-
tiquarian Bookdealers has a detailed and interesting 
entry on Drake. $70.00 

 
 

 
 

54) Family Album, [Ronald Lieberman]. KEY-
STONE TEN. Die Alte Zeite. German Americana 
and Classics of the Reformation. 1989, 1000 copies, 
perfect bound paperback, 2214 items. Illustrated. 
Especially rich in Pennsylvania Dutch material, in-
cluding mss, very special. $12.00 

 
 



 
 
55) Finch, Simon. Six catalogs. No.8 (with price 
list), No.47-48 (15th century), No.50 (English 
books), No.52 (science & medicine), No.60 English 
books 1230-2004 [“excellent descriptions”, Bernard 
M. Rosenthal), all quarto, one corner of text block 
bumped with small wave, catalog 8 with slightly 
bent covers. Most come from Bernard M. Rosen-
thal’s library with his occasional annotations. 
$70.00 

 
 

 
 

56) Fogg, Sam. Six catalogs. No.14 (Medieval 
mss), No.15-16 (Medieval & Renaissance), No.17 
(Himalayan mss), No.21 (Indian mss) plus unnum-
bered ART OF THE MIDDLE AGES. Quarto sewn 
wraps. $270.00 

 
 
 

 
 

57) Goodspeed, Charles. THE MONTH AT 
GOODSPEED’S BOOKSHOP {later dropping 
‘bookshop’ from the name]. A broken run of vari-
ous bindings. Cloth bound volumes: I (October 
1929),-VI, IX, X (with index to I-X), XX-XXIV 
(June 1953), 13 volumes bound in contemp. cloth-
backed paper boards, each yearly volume complete 
unto itself.  VII-XXXIV I stapled wraps, small 8vo, 



not complete, the bulk of issues are 1940’s, 1950’s 
& 1960’s, plus index to vol’s 1-30 (95pp). Very 
scarce, only a few random copies of individual is-
sues online. 284 monthly issues. $900.00 

 
 

 
 

58) Gray, Henry. GRAY’S FAMILY HISTORY 
CATALOGUE. No’s 15 (complete in three parts), 
17, 19, plus GRAY’S PERIODICAL CATA-
LOGUE, No.283. 8vo, stapled wraps, six physical 
catalogs about 40pp each, some edges chipped, ver-
tical crease from folding. Nice example of late 19th 
–early 20th century British book catalogues. $20.00 

 
 
 

 
 

Fringe medicine & the occult 
59) Health Research, [R. G. Wilborn]. Five cata-
logs. CATALOGUE 1987 [5th edition].  CATA-
LOGUE 1-A [1992]. CATALOGUE 2-A [1992]. 
HEALTH RESEARCH HEALTH INFOR-
MATION BOOK, [1992]. HEALTH RESEARCH 
BOOKS [2002], quarto and octavo, either comb-
bound, stapled or glued. The first three catalogs 
were issued by R. G. Wilborn who founded Health 
Research, the fourth by Rex Manus and the last by 
Ben & Nikki Roberts (later owners after Wilborn 
retired). Together they form a unique chronicle of 
one of America’s forgotten publishers. Many thou-
sands of books here, most are reprints of lost and 
rejected books, also many used volumes for sale. 
Founded in 1952 and still going to this day, Health 
Research was way ahead of the curve when it came 
to fringe and banned books. Not just “health” books 
but every possible aspect that could influence 
health: aliens, communists, chiropractors, troglo-
dytes, polar magnetism, lawyers, cancer monopoly, 
Atlantis, Siberia, phrenology, geophrenology, 
earthology, AMA, etc. R. G. Wilborn’s history has 
never been told, I tried to give a glimpse in my 
memoir, he deserves so much more but like his pub-
lications Wilborn’s life-details are basically lost 
now, the only sketch I know of is in Eleanor 
McBean’s The Poisoned Needle, 1993. He was a 
chiropractor turned used book dealer turned pub-
lisher. No question he was the greatest publisher of 
fringe medicine and occultism America, no book 
was too bizarre or controversial for him! Besides 
his radical agenda of reprinting rejected knowledge 
in super cheap mimeo-like books, he spent years in 
court defending the right to sell them, in one ruling 
the court forbid any mail deliveries to him (can they 
do that?). Wilborn wrote perhaps a dozen books 
himself, each published under a unique pseudonym 
making it almost impossible to identify all of them. 
About 5,500 titles described, some duplicated. Very 
scarce. $950.00 

 
60) Health Research, [R. G. Wilborn]. CATA-
LOGUE NO. 2-A, [1990] comb bound, about 250 
pages with about 1100 titles, photocopy typescript 
as issued, plus 14 trifold lists laid in including a few 
of Wilborn’s classic diatribes; on corrupt doctors, 
“Dangers of the Polio Vaccine”, and one of his ri-
diculously demanding order forms which his devot-
ed customers (including me) obeyed. Catalogue’s 1-
A and 2-A are among the largest he issued. Dupli-
cate of the above. $145.00 

 
 
 



Large Quarto 
61) Hoepli. MANOSCRITTI DAL SECOLO IX 
AL XVI. 3-4 Decembre MCMXXIX. Large quarto, 
rubricated wraps, 69 plates, foredge of wraps slight-
ly torn and bumped, text fine and printed on superb 
cotton stock. Sold with:  MANOSCRITTI INCV-
NABVLI E LIBRI FIGVRATI DEL SECOLO 
XVI. 114 plates, 160 items, bound as the above, this 
volume in vg-f condition, with a photocopied letter 
from Kraus to Roland Folter, and prices realized. 
$80.00 

 
 
 

 
 

The ‘60’s, by one who knows 
62) Horowitz, Michael, Flashback Books. 14 Cata-
logs, No.’s 3-15, 1988-2008, 4to & 8vo, stapled 
glossy wraps, c. 200-400 items per catalog, one 
cover thumbed and wrinkled, plus THE FITZ 
HUGH LUDLOW MEMORIAL LIBRARY, nd, 
16pp, historic reproductions throughout. The clas-
sics of the past have been cataloged infinitum by 
book dealers, I’m more interested in the chapters of 
history that have been ignored or rejected. Horo-
witz’ catalogs chronicle an entire period in history 
that was never before recorded by a bookdealer ex-

cept in fragmentary form. Incredible care was taken 
with each catalog, they are both pieces of unique 
book design with original cover-art commissioned 
for hippie artists, and carefully annotated by an in-
sider, one who lived the ‘60’s. Michael Horowitz 
was uniquely destined to do this, he spent 12 years 
at John Howell’s cataloging the rarest of the rare, 
including a Gutenberg Bible, all the while living in 
a commune in Mendocino raising his family 
(Winona Ryder is his daughter), and tripping with 
his close friend Timothy Leary (see Horowitz’ ex-
haustive bibliography of Leary), he then applied his 
talents to an unlikely subject, that of psychedelic 
literature, Michael features in my memoir. I rank 
these catalogs as some of the most significant of the 
late 20th century. Many have inserts and special an-
nouncements. All are rare, no copies online of any 
of these. How unique was Michael’s vision of 
bookselling? Witness this, how many dealer cata-
logs devote a few pages to announcements of new 
books not carried by the dealer? Besides Michael, 
none that I can think of (save for Ian Jackson’s in-
terstitial recommendations). The firm is still doing 
business. $700.00 

 
 

 
 

63) Jarndyce. Catalogs 158-9. Two vols, 1448 
items. $20.00 



64) Kraus, H. P. INCUNABULA, CATALOG 
182, quarto, sewn wraps, 142pp, 126 items, plates, 
particularly nice book arts with blue blind-stamped 
covers and creamy text paper. $22.00 

 
 

65) Kraus, H. P. KRAUS CATALOGUE 105. A 
COLLECTION OF PAPYRI. Egyptian, Greek, 
Coptic, Arabic. Dating Mainly from the Second 
Century B. C. to the Eighth Century A.D. Introduc-
tion by Theodore C. Petersen, NY, n.d., c. 1970’s, 
quarto, sewn wraps, 91pp plus 140 illustrations in 
b&w, some folding and extending, one corner a bit 
bent but vg-f, scarce, no copies online. 159 leaves 
and fragments for sale, lacks price-list. Was H. P. 
Kraus the greatest rare book dealer of modern 
times? No copies online. $125.00 

 
 
 

 
 

66) Librairie Sourget. Four catalogs. No.’s 6, 
(1989) 26, 27, 30 (2005). Very heavy small quarto, 
cloth & dj, profusely illustrated on every page, 
glossy paper, outstanding photography of bindings. 
Among the most lavish dealer catalogs ever. I par-
ticularly like the photo of their showroom featured 
on the dust jacket flap. Price lists laid in. $65.00 

 
 
 

Bayntun binding 
67) Maggs Bros. A VALUABLE COLLECTION 
OF BOOKS RELATING TO THE BRITISH IS-
LANDS… NATURAL HISTORY. Catalogue 
No.372, 1918, contemporary polished calf with 
cloth sides, raised bands, six compartments gilt 
ruled and stamped, two contrasting leather labels, 
top gilt, marbled boards, by Bayntun, 248pp, 1343 
items, trivial rubbing to top of spine, a fine copy of 
a lovely binding, wrappers bound in. $90.00 

 
 

68) Maggs Bros. BOOKS PRINTED IN SPAIN 
AND SPANISH BOOKS PRINTED IN OTHER 
COUNTRIES, Catalogue No.495, 1927, large 
heavy 8vo, contemporary morocco and marbled 
boards, raised bands, wraps bound in, 1358 items, 
indexed, unusually fine copy. See note in Maggs’ 
Catalogue of Catalogues. Rosenthal’s copy with his 
book label, bought by him at a Kundig sale in Ge-
neva. $90.00 

 
 
 

 
 

Presentation copy 
69) Maggs Bros. ENGLISH LITERATURE PRI-
OR TO 1800. [1946] Catalogs 750, 754, 770, 781, 
786, 793, 800, parts 1-7 complete, 8vo publisher’s 
blue gilt cloth and leather label, top gilt, many 
plates, covers bound at back, presentation copy 
from Kenneth Maggs, nicely preserved copy, plus 



ENGLISH LITERATURE PRIOR TO 1800 [1953], 
Catalogs 817, 826, 834, 841, 848, 851 858. 8vo 
sewn wraps, plates, complete in seven volumes, 
plus ENGLISH LITERATURE PRIOR TO 1800. 
[1959] Catalogs 865, 874, 882, 887,  895, 906, 
complete in six volumes, bound as the above. With 
a tribute to Kenneth Maggs who died that year, plus 
ENGLISH LITERATURE AND BOOKS PRINT-
ED IN ENGLAND PRIOR TO 1800. [1970] Cata-
logs 929, 951, 978, 987, 994, 8vo sewn wraps, 
plates, complete in five volumes, plus A CATA-
LOGUE OF MAGGS CATALOGUES 1918-1968, 
58pp 28 plates, fine copy. This is the entire series 
up to 1970, not sure if it continued. $150.00 

 
 

70) Munby, A. N. L. & Lenore Coral, editors. 
BRITISH BOOK SALE CATALOGUES 1676-
1800. A Union List. Mansell 1977 quarto gilt cloth, 
146pp, not typeset, Bernard M. Rosenthal book la-
bel. Fairly scarce. $40.00 

 
 

71) Olschki, Leo S. CATALOGO 
LI,…LETTERATURA DANTESCA. 1911, tall 
quarto, contemporary cloth with wraps bound in, 
56pp, 754 items, text browning, nice copy. A rather 
sweet survival, inscribed “Charles Sayle given me 
by A. G. Dew Smith 1902” Smith was a founder of 
the British Physiological Society and friends with 
R. L. Stevenson. Charles Edward Sayle was a 
Urainian poet and literary scholar, Quaritch was his 
publisher. Bernard M. Rosenthal book label. 
$100.00 

 
 

 
 

72) Pickering & Chatto. A COLLECTION OF 
OLD & RARE BOOKS. C.1921, Catalogs 194-207, 
three volumes of four, contemporary thick polished 

tan buckram, gilt lettered, bindings very strong and 
tight with ‘Stonehill’ printed on the foot of spines, 
2652pp, a few bumps and spots but a very nice set 
(incomplete).  A series of 16 catalogs, lacking 1 & 
2, books numbered 1968-16399, otherwise com-
plete and collated, authors ‘CHA—MUR’ & 
‘MUR--ZOO’, plus one volume of ADDENDA (as 
lettered on the spines). The vast majority of texts 
and mss are in English or French. Catalog 190 is 
very common on the net, the others not so much. 
$145.00 

 

 
 

73) Schab, William H.  23 catalogs. No’s 2, 3, 4, 5, 
6, 10, 11, 14, 15, 19, 23, 24, 25, 27, 30, 31, 34, 35, 
37, 44, 46, 49, 66. Mostly quarto, one partly dis-
bound, all with color plates on glossy paper, an ex-
traordinary record of rare books and mss. 23 cata-
logs. $170.00 

 
74) Schab, William H. Eight catalogs, No.’s 11, 
24, 30, 31, 35, 37, 44, 49. $45.00 

 



 
 

75) Teitler, Stuart, Kaleidoscope Books. Nineteen 
catalogs, No.'s 24 (1973), 30 (‘Nightmares & 
Neverland’), 32, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 46, 48, 51, 52, 
53, 54, 57, 58, 59, 78, 80 [1993?], stapled wraps, 
most with postal cancels and markings, some crum-
pled. Stuart’s cheap little catalogs (usually about 
125 items each) are treasures, his vision rescued a 
nearly forgotten world of rejected literature. Cata-
log 30 has a one page introduction celebrating his 
30th catalog. I have some duplicates also. I could 
only find two catalogs online. $340.00. 

 
76) Teitler, Stuart, Kaleidoscope Books. Eight cat-
alogs, No.’s 39, 43, 46, 52, 53, 54, 57, 78. Dupli-
cates of the above. $175.00 

 
77) Teitler, Stuart, Kaleidoscope Books. Six cata-
logs, No’s 46, 51, 52, 53, 54, 78. Duplicates of the 
above. $125.00 

 
 

 
 

78) Watson, William Patrick. 18 catalogs, 1-10, 
12-19.  8vo, a few have the date and exchange rates 
crudely penned on the covers by Bernard Rosenthal, 
otherwise in fine condition. $400.00 

 
79) Watson, William Patrick. Catalogues 2, 3, 5, 7, 
18. None with BMR’s notes. Five catalogs. $120.00 
80)  

 
 
 



 
 

81) Wood III, Charles B.  36 paperbound catalogs. 
Catalogs 77 pt 2 (1992), 80, 81, 82 in 2 pts., 83, 85 
in 3 pts., 86, 87 pt 1, 89, 90, 91, 92 pts 1 & 2, 93, 
94, 95 in 2 pts, 97, 98, (wrinkled cover) 99, 100 in 2 
pts, 102, 104, 106, 107, 108, 109, 110, 111, 112, 
113, plus one unnumbered catalog, 8vo or 4to, 
glossy paper with fine illustrations. $600.00 

 
Addenda: 

82) Doheny) THE ESTELLE DOHENY COL-
LECTION. Christie’s 1987. A rare complete set in 
10 volumes, bound in publ’s red gilt stamped and 
lettered cloth.  Parts I-VII plus later sale volume 
Dec 14 2001, index volume, and additional paper-
bound volume featuring European and American 
art. Quarto, 420+122+302+126+320+ 345+316+ 
103+99+204pp, prices laid-in. Profusely illustrated 
in color and b & w, a very fine set, especially so for 
being used at the auction! The catalog of one of the 
great auctions of the late 20th century with an orig-
inal Blake and a Gutenberg Bible. This set was used 
at the auction by Bernard M. Rosenthal, famed 3rd 
generation manuscript dealer, with his numerous 
annotations in the margins, often citing what the 
book brought and which ones he successfully bid on 
and for who. Sold with a large and fascinating fold-
er of about 50 items totaling about 80pp containing 
newspaper clippings, offprints (some photocopied), 
correspondence with Christie’s, his notes made at 
the sale and some trivia plus about 20 letters, ALS 
and TLS, to and from customers and dealers, plus a 
miniature book in morocco, John Henry Cardinal 
Newman, by Weber, one of 300 copies, printed by 
the Junipero Serra Press, approximately 30pp, 
presentation copy from Weber. $900.00 

 
 
 

I still have a few copies of my book dealing mem-
oir, Dark Impressions, 35 years in the book trade, 
https://knowledge396.wordpress.com/pratum-
memoir-2016/ 

 
Todd Pratum  
Pratum Book Company   
Pratum Children’s Library 
263 Athol Avenue, No.8, Oakland California 94606 
510.835.1766  books@toddpratum.com 
Since 1981 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
	
	
	


